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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded symmetric domain in the complex vector space CT 
(N > 1) with 0 E D. The domain D is circular and star-shaped with respect 
to 0. The group G of holomorphic automorphisms of D is transitive on D 
and extends continuously to the topological boundary of D. The domain D 
has a Bergman-Silov boundary b, which is a compact real-analytic 
submanifold of CN. Also b is circular and invariant under G and the isotropy 
group G, = (g E G ] g(0) = 0) is transitive on b. The boundary b has a 
unique normalized Go-invariant measure p given by c$, = l/V&,, V the 
Euclidean volume of 6, and ds, the Euclidean volume element at t E b. 
Let H(D) be the set of holomorphic functions on D. The Hardy 
H9 = H9(D) space (4 > 0) is the set of functions in H(D) with finite 
not-m llfll, = su~~.,,,(l/~1',lf(rt)l~ ds,)':" bf 0~)) and llfll. = 
SUPO<r< I SUP,,~ ]f(rt)]. For q > 1, H9 is a Banach space and for 0 < q < 1 a 
complete linear Hausdorff space [2]. A function f in H9(D) has a Fourier 
series expansion 
zE D, C = C~ZoC~~, and mk= (“‘i-‘), where the convergence is 
uniform on compact subsets of D, @ = ($kr,r k = 1, 2,...: 1 < v < m,} is a 
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complete orthogonal system of homogeneous polynomials on D, orthonormal 
on b and a,,(f) are the Fourier coefficients off with respect to @ [3]. 
Let S(z, w) be the Szego kernel of D. It is holomorphic in z and G on 
D- x D (D- the closure of D) and the slice function S, defined by 
S,,,(z) = S(z, w) has the Fourier coefficients a,,(S,) = $,Jw). Let f be in the 
Lebesgue class L4(b) (1 < q Q co). We consider the singular integral 
where s(z, z) + 00 as z + t E 6. In Section 2 we estimate the order of 
jbIs(z,‘t)lds, (zED, O<r< I), in term of 1 - r for the classical domains 
9, and St, (Theorem 1). In Section 3 the order of I, [ S(z, rt)] ds, is used to 
prove that the transformation qf (1 < q < m), given by 
(where ftZ Lq(b), and R,(r) is a function of I - r), is a bounded linear 
mapping from Lq(b) to Hq(D), where the bound is independent of r; also the 
lim ,.+,- qf exists in Lq(b) for 1 < q < co (Theorem 2). In Section 4 the 
Szegij kernel in (4.3) is replaced by the fractional derivative St”(z, rt), 
s = u + iy, u > 0, -co < y < co, and similar results are obtained. 
Korinyi and Vigi [5] obtained projection theorms for the linear operator 
jb S(z, t) f(t) ds, (1 < q < co), when D is the ball or the corresponding 
generalized half-plane. In ]l] projection theorems were obtained for the 
operator (, K,(z, w) f(w) dV, (1 < q < co), dV, the Euclidean volume 
element on D and s = o’ + iy, 0’ > -1, -co < y < 03, where D is the ball, 
and K,(z, w) = K(z, w)‘+~‘~“+‘)/K(w, w)~‘(“+‘), with K(z, w) the Bergman 
kernel of D. (In Stein [8], s = 0 and 1 < q < co.) Stoll [9] considered the 
same operators over general bounded symmetric domains and proved a 
mapping theorem from L ‘(D) onto H’(D) when s = n + 1. 
In the rest of the paper C is a constant, depending on the indicated 
parameters, but independent of r and f, which is not necessarily the same at 
each occurrence. In general z, w  are points in D and I, u in b. 
2. THE ORDER OF jb Is(z,t)l ds, FOR THE CLASSICAL DOMAIN 9, AND .5%',, 
By the maximum principle if z ED, it is sufficient to consider 
jb ]S(ro, t)] ds, for u E b. Also, since S(ru, t) is continuous on the compact 
set b x b for 0 < r < 4, we need only consider j < r < 1. 
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(1) The classical domain 9, is represented by 
where z is an m x n matrix (m < n) of complex numbers and z* its 
conjugate transpose. The Bergman-Silov boundary b = {t ( tt* = I). If m = n. 
b is the set of n x n unitary matrices. 
Let m = n at first and fix u and t in 6. We transform IS(ru, t)l ds, following 
[4, pp. 55-561. Transform u into I by a unitary transformation. Then t -+ t’, 
which is also unitary, and ds, = ds,, . Next transform t’ by 
t’ = Uo(eiel,,.., eien] Uz, where U,, is unitary and 2x > 19, > e.. > 8, > 0. 
Under these transformations 
ds, = fl (e’@- eiek\* d0, ... de, d((‘% 1). n - 
I<j<kCn 
where d([PN]) is a constant times the volume element of a manifold [Pn’,l, 
which is independent of 6, ,..., 8,. Also 
S(m, t) = V-’ det-“(I - rut*) = V-’ fi (1 - ,eeiek)-“. 
h-l 
Hence 
) 1 S(rv. t)l ds, 
-h 
(2.1) 
V’ -2% 
= f-(n + 1)V .rJ 
) do, .a. ).*=dB, 11 
-0 I<i<k<n k= I 
where V’ is the volume of [Z$]. 
Ifm<n 
lb IS(z, t)l ds, = C \ Idet-“(1’“) - z,u*)l ds,, 
- bn 
where z, = ( Lo) is an n x n matrix, u = ( :, ) a unitary matrix of order n and 
6, is the Bergman-Silov boundary of 9&z, n); u, runs through the set of 
(n - m) x n matrices, which satisfy the conditions u, u: = I”-“, tu: = 0. 
Hence the order of jb [S(z, t*)l d s, is less than or equal to the order for the 
case 9&z, n). 
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(2) The classical domain 9,r is given by 
%=%1(n)= 1 I z z is symmetric of order n and I - zl > O} 
and 
b = b,, = (t ( t is symmetric and unitary of order n}. 
The Szegii kernel is 
S(z, t) = V-’ det-‘“+ ‘)“(I - z;) (z E S’u, t E b). 
By similar unitary transformations as for .9r we get 
ds 
t 
= 2fl(n-l)/2 n (eiej-eiekI dB a-. d9 d([Oj) I n 3 
I(j<kgn 
where d([O]) is the volume element of a submanifold of b which is 
independent of 8, ,..., 8, and 
S(rZ,t)= v-1 fi (&rpk)-(“+y 
k=l 
so that -the integral corresponding to (2.1) is 
J I Vu, t)l ds, (2.2) b 
=c, [“de, . . . fznden x leiej-eiekI fi 11 -re-iekl-(n+*)/2. 
-0 “0 I(j<k<n k=l 
(3) We evaluate the order of integrals (2.1) and (2.2) by means of 
LEMMA 1. Let d = (a, ,..., a,,) be a finite set of possible numbers and a 
(a > 0), p E R. Then 
zz(a, )..., a,) f 
l<ld~n k=l 
<C \‘b$(n-l)-bb;;r(n-2)-b ... b-4 
1 no, nl 3 
I 
(2.3) 
where { (b,[, b, ,,..., b,,), 1 ,< 1 Q n!) is the set of permutations of d. 
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Proof. Let (b,, b, ,..., b,) be the decreasing rearrangement of A, where 
b,>,bz>... >, b, [ 111. Since for a > 0, 
fi (6: + ajjU < 2(l(n-l)btO(R-l), h (b; + af)” < 2-- *)b;“‘“- ‘), 
j-1 j=l 
a,*bl ai+bl .b> 
and similarly for n;=, (bf + UT)=, aj f b, ,..., b,, 3 < I< n - 1, 
n(a, ,..., an)< Cb;Qcn-‘)bp(“-2) . . . bp-l(bjb2 . . . bJb, 
where C = C,, . Inequality (2.3) follows because (b, ,..., b,) is one of the 
permutations of .d. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 ( r < 1. For the classical domains 9, and Z@,[ 
1 1 S(ru, t)\ ds, = O(( 1 - r)-ynz), 
-b 
if n is even, 
= O((1 - r)-y(nz-*’ lOg(1 -I)-‘, 
where u E b and y = 4 for ,Z, and y = i for 9?,r. 
if n is odd, 
Proof: Let r E (4, 1). For .9Pr set 
zzye, ,..., e,) = ,<,Qkcn Jeiej - eiekJz fl) 1 - reien/-“. 
, -. I 
Since leiei - e”kj’ < C(j 1 - reiej12 + ( 1 - reiekl’), 
nye, ,..., w c n (I l- &ejl* + 11 - reiekl*) fi 1 1 - reiek( -n. 
l(j<k<n I 
Fix (O,, 0, ,..., 0,) in I = (0,2n) x .. . x (0,27r) (n factors). By Lemma 1 with 
aj = / 1 - reieJ 1, a = 1, /I = n 
n! 
fiye, ,..., 0,) < c 7 11 - rei@kf(n--* 11 - rew,ln-J . . . 11 _ reied) -n, 
/:I 
(2.4) 
where (0, ,,..., O,,) ts one of the n! possible permutations. Hence ZZ’ satisfies 
(2.4) for each (0, ,..., 0,) in Z so that from (2.1) and (2.4) 
In the integral on the right replace O,, by Ok. 
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It is well known that 
-2% 
-0 ,l -d:ie,q I = O(( 1 - r)’ -9). if q>l, 
= O(log( 1 - I) - ‘), if q= 1, (2.6) 
= O(l), if q<l. 
Let n be even. Then in (2.5) 2k - n < 1 if k = 1, 2 ,..., n/2 and > 1 if 
k = n/2 + I,..., n. Thus 
fi, I:* ( 1 - reieklnezk df9, = O(1) 
= O((1 - r)-n*‘4). (2.7) 
If n is odd, then 2k - n < 1 if k = 1, 2 ,..., (n - 1)/2, > 1 if k = (n + 3)/2,..., n, 
and =I ifk=(n+ 1)/2. Thus 
x fi \In 11 - reiekj”-2k dOk 
k=(n+3)/2 -0 
=o(l)o(log(l -r)-‘)o((l -r)-(n*-“i4). (2.8) 
Theorem 1 follows for 9i from (2.7) and (2.8); similarly for 9r,. 
Remark. The same procedure gives the order of I,, = I, 1 S(z, t)lP ds, 
(p> 1) for 9, and 9,, [7]. In [6, Theorem 21 a value ofp, 0 <p < 1, was 
found for the classical domains 9,-B?,, [4] so that Zp = 0( 1). This was used 
to improve the representation theorem [6, Theorem 1 ] (cf. Theorem 3). 
3. MAPPING THEOREMS FROM Lq(b)~o Hq(D)(l< q< 00) 
THEOREM 2. Let D be one of the classical domains 9, or S’,, and 
l<q<co. Then T: given by (1.1) with Rq(r)=(1-r2)n2yaq(aq= 
((2/q) - 1 I) for even n and R,(r) = (1 - r) (n2-‘)yaq (--log( 1 - r))-aq for odd 
n, is a bounded linear mapping from Lq(b) to Hq(D) with I( Ti f llq < C, )( f (lq. 
Zf 1 <q < CO, then lim,,,- TGf exists in Lq(b). 
ProoJ (1) Since S(z, rt) is holomorphic in z on D - for t E b and fixed 
r, 0 < r < 1, T; f E H(D). Also Tgf is obviously a bounded linear mapping 
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from Lq(b) to Hq(D) for 1 < q < 00. There is left to show that the bound for 
1) 7’if]l, is independent of r. 
(2) For q = 2 by Hilbert space methods T: maps L*(b) onto H’(D). 
Also since T;f(z) = j, S(z, rt)f(f) ds, = C #,Jz) rkak,.(f) and the series 
converges uniformly in z on compact subsets of D, lim,,, T;f(z) = 
C $k,,(z) a,,(f) exists pointwise for all z E D (and uniformly on compact 
subsets of D). 
For q = 1 it is well known that T{ is a bounded operator on L’(b) if and 
only if 
sup sup 1 1%~ rf)l ds,,R,(r)= sup 1 ]S(v. rt)l ds,.R,(r) < 00 (3.1) 
fch O<o<l .h teh -h 
by the monotonicity of the mean [2]. By Theorem 1 (3.1) holds, where the 
bound is independent of r. Thus I( rif][, < C, Ijj’li,. For q = 00 since 
R,(r) = R,(r) 
so that by (1) II Tkfll, < C Ilfll,. 
Let 1 < q < 2. For fixed r in (0, 1) define the linear mapping 
tFlf(.z) = )_ S(z, t-of(t) ds,. 
-h 
By the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem [ 11, p. 951 with l/q = If+ 
(1 - f)/2, f = aq, I( K’f]], is bounded by C(l - r)-“‘yn@[lfllq for even n and by 
C(l -r)- (nZ-“yaq(log( 1 - n)-‘)“Q ]lfl], for odd n. so that (( Tifll, < C \lfli, 
for 1 < q < 2; similarly for 2 < q < co. 
(3) The proof of the existence of Km,,,- Tif in LP(bj, 1 <q < 00, is 
standard. Fix q and set TG = T’. Since b is a real-analytic submanifold of 
CN, each $k,, of the orthonormal system @ is continuous on b. Also since the 
isotropy group Go is compact and transitive on b by Weyl [IO] @ can be 
extended to a complete orthonormal system 6 of continuous functions on b. 
Index the additional terms by negative subscripts. Let Y be a finite linear 
combination of 8: !P= C$ xr:, aku( !P) 4ku. Since the series for S(z, rt) 
converges uniformly on the compact set D- x 6, by a calculation 
Try(z) = R,(r). cyZo x:2, a,,(y) dkv(z) rk. Choose 0 < r’, r” < 1. Then 
I( Tr’Y - Tr”YYJIq + 0 as r’, r” + l-. Let f E Lq(b). Approximate f in the Ly 
norm by a continuous function g and g uniformly on b by a linear 
combination ‘P of the complete orthonormal system 6 [ 10, Theorem 6). 
Thus given E > 0 there exists Y such that I]f- Y]], < E. From this fact. 
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Minkowski’s inequality, the inequality I( T’f]], < C, ]/j$, and the 
completeness of Lq it follows that lim,,, _ T’fexists in Lq(b). 
4. THE FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVE CASE 
(1) Let z E D and fE L’(b). Consider the singular integral 
I’ syz, r)f(t) ds,, s = u + iy, u > 0, -co < y < co. 
-b 
Here ftsJ is the sth fractional derivative off E H(D), defined by 
f’“‘(z) = v T(k + 1 + s) 
- T(k+ 1) a,,(f) ok,>(z)* 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
The series for ftsl converges uniformly on compact subsets of D [6] and 
j-Is’ E H(D). 
The following lemmas give the order of jb ] Srsl(z, rt)] ds,. 
LEMMA 2. 
,.W .2x 
J 
eike df3 rkr(k + Y) 
21c 0 (1 -fie-iO)Y=T(k+ l)T(y) 
for y E C, y # 0, -1, -2 ,...,; k = 0, 1, 2 ,...; 0 < r < 1. 
The lemma follows from the uniform convergence of the binomial 
expansion of (1 - fie-ie)-y (y E C, y # 0, -1, -2,...) on [O, 27r] for fixed r 
in (0, 1) and the orthonormal properties of (eike}. 
Similarly, 
z-(s + 1) .2X 
f’“W = 271 1 
fC\/;e”z) de 
.o (1 -fie-ie)s+’ * 
(4.3) 
The following relation exists between ]]f$‘]], and I]f,]], : 
LEMMA. 3. Let s satisfy (4.1) and q > 1. Then 
Ilff:‘IIq < C,(l - r)-” Ilf,ll,. (4.4) 
Proof: By (4.3) and Minkowski’s inequality in infinite form ]]J~:‘]], is 
bounded above by 
(T(s + l)] 
! 
.2n de 
2n O 
(1 )f(reiet)jq ds,) I”. 
I(1 -rem”)‘+‘) ‘b 
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In the last integral on the right set t’ = teie. Since b is circular, t’ E b. Also. 
ds,=ds,, and I(1 -re-ie)s+‘/>e-‘““’ 11 -remie/O+‘. where the principal 
branch of log( 1 - re-ie) h as b een chosen. Equation (4.4) follows from (2.6). 
Lemma 3 and Theorem 1 give the order of jh 1 S”‘(z. rt)l ds, for .#, and .J’],, . 
(2) Mapping theorem for the transformation T:, f defined by 
T;,/(z) = 1 S”‘(z, rt)f(f) ds$,Jr), 
-‘b 
(4.5) 
where z E .A, or .Y?,[, s # 0, q > 1. fE L4(b), and R,,(r) = (1 - r)” R,,(r). 
We obtain mapping theorems for the operator T:, by, Lemma 4, suggested 
by the referee. 
LEMMA 4. The operator T:,, defined by (4.5). is the composition of the 
maps 
T$j-t-+ 1; S(fi ., t)f(t) ds,R,(fi) = F\; 
from L4(b) to W(D) and 
@:f, h (1 - r’)“fL‘:’ 
from Hq(D) to Hq(D). 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
ProoJ b 9 e is given by 
(g 0 7$)f = @(I&f) = #(Fd) = (1 - r)” Fp’. (4.7) 
By (4.2) F!‘(z) has a series expansion with a,,.(F,) = jh F,(t) gkkr,(t) ds,. 
Substitute the formula in (4.6a) for F,(t) in (4.2). Thus 
By Fubini’s theorem, the uniform convergence of the series for.S(rt, 23) on 
compact subsets of b x b for 0 < r < 1 and the orthonormal properties of @ 
we get 
Fl”(z) =2: 
T(k + 1 + s) 
T(k + 1j rkddZ)!hf(L') i,,.(r) ds,.R,(r). (4.9) 
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Substituting (4.9) in (4.7) and using the uniform convergence of the infinite 
series to interchange C and Ib, we have 
(4 0 T$)(f(z)) = (1 - r)“Rg(r) J* P(G ru)f(o) ds,, = (KJ)(z). 
since R,,(r) = (1 - r)O RJr). 
Also for the classical domains JZ, and 5?,, for 1 < q < co Ti, given by 
(4.5) is a bounded linear operator from Lq(b) to W(D) with (1 Tzq(14 ,< 
C, Ilfll, and for 1 < q < co lim,,, _ T&f exists in Lq(6). 
Proof: By (4.5), Holder’s inequality for q > 1 and Fubini’s theorem 
x ( jb ISIS+, d)l ds,. ) “” 1 ‘lq 
((l/q) + (l/q’) = 1) so that ()7$fll, ( C, IIf& by Theorem 1 and Lemma 3. 
The existence of lim,,, _ Ti4 in Lq(b) (1 <q < co) is proved as in 
Theorem 2. 
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